MyScienceWork expands operations to Latin America

June 3rd 2020, Paris, France – MyScienceWork, the technology provider for innovation management, today announced its expansion of international operations across Latin America with the appointment of Vozbits as one of its official distributors. The company initiated the distribution of its next generation repository solution Polaris OS in Mexico, Chile and Colombia to meet the growing demand for advanced repository solutions in the region.

This expansion brings advanced AI powered technological solutions for digital asset management, conceptualized in France, to the Latin American market through a well established local distributor with extensive experience catering to the research and innovation sector needs.

“Latin America is a momentous focus for MyScienceWork” said Yann Mahé, Managing Director of MyScienceWork. “Our presence in Mexico shows our deep commitment to strengthen global innovation cooperation. This union aims to facilitate technological change for empowering innovation by providing institutions with powerful solutions to address open science matters and more specifically open access”.

“The arrival of MyScienceWork in Mexico further reinforces the region’s growing demand for advanced technological solutions to accelerate innovation and expedite economic growth” said Johan Sánchez Co-Founder of Vozbits. “Vozbits is extremely well positioned to mediate this technology collaboration across Latin America and beyond, and help institutions make the most of their digital assets”.

Vozbits is now active in seven Latin American countries: Mexico, Chile, Colombia, Brazil, Peru, Argentina and Uruguay.

About MyScienceWork
Created in 2010, MyScienceWork is a technological company with a twofold approach to accelerate research, optimize funding and avoid duplication of research.

On one hand MSW is a comprehensive database hosting more than 90 million scientific publications and 12 million patents. A global scientific community uses this platform to deposit and discover scientific publications of all disciplines. On the other hand MyScienceWork provides a suite of advanced data-driven solutions for research institutions, scientific publishers and private-sector R&D companies. This includes scientific communication tools and services, Sirius - an AI powered research analytics solution for governing bodies and Polaris OS - an open source, highly customisable data driven solution for digital asset management (versatile in its use as a library management system, multimedia archive, research data repository or institutional repository).
About Vozbits

Vozbits headquartered in Mexico, is a provider of innovative technology solutions with operations spanning over the last 20 years in promoting and settling commercial operations on behalf of several high-tech companies in Latin America. Representing prominent Data Driven solutions in the industry, Vozbits supports the digital asset managers' community to meet academic and scientific research goals and overcome challenges through provision of pioneering IT solutions.
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